


     










       

    

 

   




    








     

 









 






 








 



       





     

 






          




 

























       



       









      

      




       





      





      









 







     

  














  




 

         


 


 





       





















 



 


 








     







 


            

      



  



 

  





        

   




       


 

 

 




 







  




  


To establish and consolidate

the party means establishing and consolidating unity among all

Russian Social-Democrats, and, for the reasons indicated above,

such unity cannot be brought about by decree; it cannot be

brought about by, let us say, a meeting of representatives passing

a resolution.





     



  
Before we can unite, and in order that we

may unite, we must first of all firmly and definitely draw the

lines of demarcation. Otherwise, our unity will be merely a

fictitious unity, which will conceal the prevailing confusion and

prevent its complete elimination.




we think

that an independent elaboration of the Marxist theory is

especially essential for Russian socialist, for this theory provides

only general guiding principles which in particular are applied in

England differently from France, in France differently from

Germany, and in Germany differently from Russia.




  


      
 

      without a

revolutionary theory there can be no revolution




       








 



 


        





      
 





one process of thinking,

uniformity of thinking, oneness in approach & singleness of

purpose 








     











       

     
























       


(abstract)


(personification)


 

        














        

          





 





     

     
 



       


 
















         

   
 

  



       

 
     
 
 

‘‘We donot regard Marxist theory as something completed and

inviolable; on the contrary, we are convinced that it has only laid

the cornerstone of the science which socialists must further

advance in all directions if they wish to keep pace in life.





As a science, Marxism

cannot stand still, it develops and is perfected. In its development,

... Marxism does not recognise invariable formulas and

conclusions obligatory for all epochs and periods.

 


      



 


 







     




        
  
In order to assimilate this experience it is not

sufficient merely to be acquainted with it, or simply to transcribe

the latest resolutions. A critical attitude is required towards this

experience, and ability to subject it to independent tests.









         


 

  
  


 

 




       

 




 






         









  





   
 








     


       


        





   

        

        



      

 



 


 

 




       






       

     


 





  


        

















     








 


 

















 
         






       



        


         



  



 





 




  




         
   





     


     
 






   


 








 









 



       














 










  
 
  
 
  
      






     



 



 
   
    














       




      
        





       











  

           






 

 
         



   









     










 

 





 

 
    
        

  

  









       

        



 
        




 



  


 


   
















     


 
 

     




 
  
   



   

   












  



       

 






    









    


      
















     

























 




      




       


  





 
 



 

       

 


 



  












     




     


 










 













 



       




    



 


   



   




        

 



 



 
 





     






 



 









 






  
          

 
 




       



 


  





    


    






















     


 

         
 
 


  














         







          




       








 





  

 
 

 







      

 
 
 







     

          
 



 
   







 
  
     
 









  
 

 



       

 




 



 





 

   



 

 

 


 
        


  





     







 









 





   




 







       



       



 




         






      

 

















     


  






 









 


       







 

 




       



  







 





 
 



















     

 


 
 



 

























       



 





        








 
 





 

 


      







     


 







 




 




 

 

 












       


 

 


 

 


 
 

 







 

  













     





  
       








 









        



 





       










 
 
  


  
"Donot forget history records every thing".







 












     

    

 
  






        

 











 
         


        
 




       




 











 

 

 
  




         






  





     

 
    

 





  

















      


 



       




    



 




        






 
 
 
 














     
















  



 

  



 


 





       



 


 








 









   


 









     































       







       









  







       

 









 








     

 

 



     


     














 



 


 



       




       




 



 
 
 


       
    











   

       





     





  
 



 



 

 





 



 


  
 






       

 
  
 
 




       








 
 


















     


        









 

  


 



 
 






 
  
 
 



       




  







 












